Christine Sluter, Chapter VI
Lace edges for stockings
or children’s caps.
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Legend for chapter VI and VII:

Abbreviations:

Worked flat (on 2 ndls).
Worked in the round (on 4 dpn’s or a circular ndl).
RS: K.
WS: P.
RS: P.
WS: K.

RS = Right side.
WS = Wrong side.
K = Knit.
P = Purl.
Sl = slip this st knitwise.
PSSO = Pass slipped st over.
SSK = Sl 2 one by one knitwise, slide
back to left ndl and knit together
through back loops.

RS: P2tog (P2 sts together).
WS: K2tog (K2 sts together).
RS: Slip 1 knitwise, K1, PSSO (or if you prefer: SSK).
WS: P2tog twisted (through back loops, insert ndl from back to front).
RS: K2tog.
WS: P2tog.
RS: K2tog twisted (through back loops).
WS: P2tog twisted (through back loops, insert ndl from back to front).
RS: K3tog (or Slip 1 knitwise, K2tog, PSSO.)
WS: P3tog.
RS: K twisted (through back loop).
WS: P twisted (through back loop, insert ndl from back to front).
YO.
No st.
When knitting in the round you need to shift this st, this means the marker at beginning of row
moves 1 st to the right or left.
When knitting flat ignore the yellow, just work the symbol (in the round: yellow means this was a
shifted stitch in the previous row. Work according to symbol, at the beginning or end of this row.
Pattern repeat in between red lines.
Added side stitch, only when working flat, at beginning and/or end of row.
Cable on 6 st: move 3 st to cable ndl, K3, K3 from cable ndl..

To knit in the round: Cast on a multiple of the number of sts in the given pattern repeat. Read all rows
in the charts from right to left. When using a circular ndl place a marker at the beginning of row. When
working on 4 dpn’s use a safety pin or something similar to mark your first dpn and beginning of row.
Most lace edges can also be worked flat. Cast on a multiple of the sts in the pattern repeat, but sometimes you will need a few extra sts (read the lines next to the chart).
In the charts read uneven rows from right to left and even rows from left to right. You will have to
interpret the st differently for a WS row (see legend above).
Notice: You will allways have the same amount of YO’s and decreases in one row to keep the correct number
of sts, except in charts 2 en 4.
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Chapter VI: Lace edges for stockings or children’s caps.
All these samples were made using 1.5 mm needles and thin cotton yarn (Durable 12). This yarn is closest
to the type of yarn people used to knit stockings and caps in this period. If you print these pages at
100% the photo’s on the following pages have the actual size.

VI-1

1 x 12 rows

VI-2

1 x 14 rows

VI-1 Rose leaf edge

CO a multiple of 8 sts.
The real pattern repeat is 5 times 2 rows
followed by 2 Purl rows.
You can repeat these 12 rows as needed.

Add 1 st, only at the end of the row. CO
an extra 2 st. K this st at the end of the RS
row and P at the beginning of the WS row.

VI-2 Ceres edge

CO a multiple of 11 sts.
Repeat the first 4 rows 3 times, followed by
2 Purl rows.
You can repeat these 14 rows as needed.
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VI-3 Agatha edge
CO a multiple of 15 sts.
You can repeat these 7 rows as needed.
Not suitable to be worked flat, it skews.

VI-4 Palm leaf edge
CO a multiple of 5 sts (+5 if you’re working flat).
You can repeat these 18 rows as needed, with or
without a shift in the pattern.
With a shift, move st marker 2 st to the left or
move the first 2 st of first ndl to last ndl.
Add 5 extra (P) st at the end of your row.
To shift the pattern after row 18:
In row 1 start with P3, YO, P2 and repeat.
You can choose if you want to end your row with
either 3 or 7 P sts.

VI-3

2 x 7 rows

VI-4
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VI-5 Sunbeam edge
CO a multiple of 13 sts.
You can repeat these 24 rows as needed.
Twisted K st (RS) will be twisted P st at WS.

VI-5
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VI-6 Flags edge
CO a multiple of 9 sts.
Not suitable to be worked flat, it skews.
After row 7 the pattern shifts. At the end of
row 7 move st marker 1 st to the right or knit
the last st of your 4th ndl onto your 1rst ndl.
That’s the yellow marked st. In row 8 do not
work this st again. After this st you work K2
twisted and P6 once. For the remaining sts in
row 8 repeat: K3 twisted and P6.
You can repeat these 7 rows as needed, with a
shift in the 7th row every time.

VI-7 Preciosa edge
CO a multiple of 21 sts.
You can repeat these 16 rows as
needed.
Notice: Read legend how to
work WS sts.

VI-7
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VI-6

2 x 7 rows

VI-8

VI-9

1 x 18 rows

1 x 10 rows

VI-8 Striped edge
CO a multiple of 17 sts.
You can repeat these 18 rows as needed.

VI-9 Andreas edge
CO a multiple of 8 sts.
You can repeat these 10 rows as needed.
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VI-10

3 x 8 rows

VI-11

2 x 8 rows

VI-10 Goose eye edge
CO a multiple of 4 sts (+ 2 if you’re working flat).
Notice: Make the 2 YO’s always in between the 2
K sts from the previous row. Work these YO’s in
the next row as K1,P1. Repeat these 8 rows as
needed. After row 2, only repeat the part
between the red lines.
K the extra sts at the beginning and end of
the RS row and P in WS row.

VI-11 Checker board edge
CO a multiplle of 8 st (+2 if you’re working flat). Repeat these 16 rows as needed.
Only repeat the part in between the red lines.
CO an extra st on both ends, K these on RS and P on WS. Work the 9 sts to the right once,
repeat the 8 sts in between the red lines and the left part once. Left and right part deviate slightly.
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VI-12

2 x 16 row

VI-13

2 x 6 rows

VI-12 Louise’s edge
CO a multiple of 9 sts (+2 if
you’re working flat).
You can repeat these 16 rows as needed,
with an integrated pattern shift after the
bue line.
K the extra sts on beginning and
end of RS row and P on WS.
The blue line indicates the pattern shift.

VI-13 Palm edge
CO a multiple of 9 sts (+2 if
you’re working flat).
You can repeat these 6 rows as needed
P2 (the extra 2 st) at the end of the
RS row and K2 at the beginning of the
WS row.
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VI-14 Aurora edge
CO a multiple of 21 sts.
You can repeat these 4 rows as needed.

VI-14

3 x 4 rows

VI-15

2 x 6 rows

VI-15 Rainbow edge
CO a multiple of 13 sts.
You can repeat these 6 rows as needed.
CO an extra 2 st. P these at the end of the
RS row and K at the beginning of the WS row.
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VI-16 Tea leaf edge
CO a multiple of 9 sts (+ 1 st when working flat) Repeat these 32 rows as needed.
Row 33 in the chart is actually row 1 again.
Add 1 st at the end of the row because of
the YO’s on the left side. K on RS and P on WS.

VI-16
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VI-17 Lace edge
Cast on a multiple of 7 sts.
Not really suitable to be worked flat, it skews.
Repeat these 4 rows as needed.

VI-18 Shifted openwork edge
CO a multiple of 4 sts (+ 2 sts when
working flat).
Repeat these 16 rows as needed.
In row 9 shift the pattern by moving the first 2
st from ndl 1 to ndl 4 or on a circular ndl move your
st marker (beginning of row) 2 st to the left.
In row 1-8 work the grey boxes as K sts,
only at the end
It can be hard to work the K2tog twisted in the
RS rows and P2tog twisted in the WS rows.
You could change these into Sl1 K1 PSSO (RS) and
P2tog (WS).
After row 8 (pattern shift) K2 at beginning of
row (row 9-16).

VI-17
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